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Green, Scott

From: Paul and Linda Stevens <stevenspl@live.com>
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 7:50 AM
To: Paul H. Stevens
Subject: CONNECTING: Denis Gray in International Living; Egypt's new leaders press media to 

muzzle dissent; AP photographer on illegal hunting of birds; Millennials still want their
newspapers

Colleagues, 

Here are some items of interest including free-lance writing and photo opportunities in the International 
Living magazine and web site. 

In the latest issue of International Living, our Denis Gray produced this article:  (see below) 

 

 

<<...>>  

I learned about the magazine from executive editor Jennifer Stevens, the wife of my first cousin Patrick in 
Colorado Springs, who was looking for contributors from Thailand, among other countries, and I hooked her 
up with Denis. I asked her what the magazine looks for, and she responded: 

“We would love to hear from any writers interested in contributing to International Living. Our managing 
editor, Eoin Bassett (pronounced “Owen”), is keen to add to our cadre of regular contributors – but also happy 
to get the occasional, well-written story from someplace we know our readers will be interested in. We’re 
always in the market for travel and lifestyle material. Travel is, well, straight-up travel – particularly about 
places the mainstream media isn’t necessarily writing about. By lifestyle, I mean either first-person stories like 
the one Denis wrote or profiles of expats living someplace interesting and enjoying their lives there.  

 “Our audience is 90% American and leans heavily toward Baby Boomers. Some are interested in retiring 
overseas full time, others are interested in good-value ways and places they can live a more international life. 
They might want to rent somewhere three months a year or own a second home abroad that pays for itself. 
Some are simply interested in diversifying their portfolios with property abroad. Others would like to own 
businesses overseas. In essence, we try to bring to light opportunities abroad nobody else is talking about. 
Ways you can live better for less… travel in a more interesting way… make money… save money… and enjoy 
an adventure-filled life without breaking the bank.” 

Story ideas or questions can be directed to: ebassett@internationalliving.com  International Living’s writers’ 
guidelines are here: http://internationalliving.com/about-il/write-for-il/  

Regarding photos, Jennifer added: We DO occasionally buy photos from freelancers, though our photo budget 
isn’t huge. In truth, we often have a hard time sourcing good photos from the places we write about (they’re 
not places most people write about and so the stock supply tends to be thin). If a photographer has images of 
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places we write about and we could check them out when we’re laying out an issue, that’d be great. Places we 
write about regularly include Panama, Mexico, Costa Rica, Belize, Nicaragua, New Zealand, Italy, Ireland, 
France, Malaysia, Thailand, Cambodia. But we run travel pieces about places all over the planet so could 
conceivably need images of just about anywhere. Keep in mind, we’re not writing about news so much as 
travel and lifestyle so we tend to need the kind of images that make a place look attractive and make readers 
want to see it for themselves.” 

Paul 

-0- 

Egypt’s New Leaders Press Media to Muzzle Dissent 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/07/world/middleeast/egypts-new-leaders-press-media-to-muzzle-
dissent.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 

-0- 

AP photographer on the illegal hunting of birds for National Geographic  (Shared by Bob Daugherty) 

http://petapixel.com/2013/06/22/photographing-songbird-slaughter-along-the-mediterranean/ 

-0- 

Millennials still want their newspapers 

http://www.netnewscheck.com/article/27241/millennials-still-want-their-newspapers 
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